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A Novel Location-Penalized Maximum Likelihood
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Abstract—In this paper, we present a location-penalized max-
imum likelihood (LPML) estimator for bearing only target
localization. We develop a new penalized maximum likelihood
cost function by transforming the variables of target position
and bearings. The new penalized likelihood function can also be
recognized as a posterior distribution under a Bayesian frame-
work by penalizing a prior. We give analysis of the asymptotic
properties and show that both traditional bearing maximum
likelihood (TBML) and LPML estimators are asymptotically
efficient estimators. To compare the performances of the TBML
and LPML estimators, we analyze the Cramér-Rao lower bound
(CRLB) of the two estimators and show that the bound of the
LPML estimator is lower than that of the TBML estimator. Exten-
sive simulations are performed. It is observed that the new LPML
algorithm consistently outperforms other well-known algorithms.
Field experiments are also conducted by applying this method to
localize a vehicle using real-world data acquired by an acoustic
array sensor network. The new LPML algorithm demonstrates
superior performance in all the field experiments.

Index Terms—Bearing-only target localization, Cramér-Rao
lower bound, location-penalized maximum likelihood estimator
(LPML), traditional bearing maximum likelihood estimator
(TBML).

I. INTRODUCTION

B EARING-only target localization (BOTL) has a wide
range of civilian and military applications in passive

sonar, radar, seismic, electronic warfare, surveillance, etc. A set
of bearing measurements collected by two or three moving ob-
servers or taken from fixed direction finding sensors at distinct
locations can be intersected to obtain the location of an emitter.
The data available to BOTL is a series of noise-corrupted
angles from observation platforms to target. Hence statistical
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algorithms, such as the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator,
are required to produce optimal target position estimates. The
traditional bearing maximum likelihood (TBML) estimator,
such as in [1]–[6], is equivalent to minimize the total passive
bearing measurement errors under the assumption of Gaussian
observation noise. However, the TBML estimator is only an
ML estimator that minimizes the total bearing errors but not
minimizing the location error. Therefore, we may improve the
TBML estimator by minimizing the mean squared position
error after reparametrization.
There are several existing solutions for BOTL problem.

Closed-form solutions are represented by the Stansfield esti-
mator and orthogonal vector (OV) method [4], [7]–[10]. The
OV estimator is also called pseudolinear least squares estimator
and does not require range information in the weighting matrix
[4]. If the weighting matrix in the Stansfield estimator is re-
placed by an identity matrix, Stansfield estimator reduces to the
OV estimator. These linear least squares algorithms are simple
to implement, but they are biased and the bias does not vanish
as the number of bearing measurements increases [8]–[11]. For
this reason, some approaches are proposed to remove the bias
and improve the estimation performance including the instru-
mental variable (IV) method [8], [12], [13], constrained least
squares (CLS) [14] and total least squares (TLS) [4], [15], [16]
methods. The IV approach is designed such that its estimate is
consistent, asymptotically unbiased and its estimation accuracy
can reach the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) [8], [12], [13].
Le Cadre and Jauffret [17] show that the convergence of IV
algorithms is very sensitive to initialization and the step size.
The CLS algorithm for target motion analysis (TMA) is proved
to be asymptotically unbiased. Gu [16] later proves that the
CLS algorithm in [14] is actually an asymptotic maximum
likelihood estimate (MLE) and the TLS solution is also an
asymptotic MLE. The CLS is more computationally efficient
than the TLS but can only deal with a class of approximate aug-
mented linear models. Yet the TLS is a more general algorithm
that can be applied in more general models, e.g., the positions
of observers are also corrupted by noise [4], [15], [16]. When
the observations have large errors, both the CLS and TLS will
have large root mean squared errors (RMSE) for the target
position. Also note that the CLS is an approximation of the OV
when there are only a small number of measurements.
The bias of closed-form solutions can also be removed by

TBML estimator [1], [5], [6] or nonlinear least squares [4].
Gavish et al. [1] point out that it is possible that closed-form
solutions have smaller RMSE than that of TBML when the
number of measurements is finite. The TBML algorithm is
superior to the closed-form solutions when the number of
measurements is large enough [1]. Under the Gaussian noise
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assumption for bearing observations, the TBML cost function
is nonlinear and nonconvex with respect to the target posi-
tion. Gradient search techniques such as the Newton-Raphson
method are commonly used for TBML estimation. The numer-
ical TBML algorithm is iterative and may converge to local
minima [6], [14], [17].
In particular, the IV and the numerical TBML algorithms

are not robust and may diverge under conditions such as the
bad initialization, insufficient number of observation data (spa-
tial or temporal), or poor geometry between observers and the
target. Bishop et al. [6] present a new geometry constrained
least squares (GCLS) algorithm that minimizes the total bearing
observation error under geometry constraints. This method is
equivalent to the TBML approach in additive Gaussian noise as-
sumption because the geometry constraints do not provide extra
information to estimate the target position. However, the geom-
etry constraints help the convergence of the algorithm. Com-
pared with the traditional TBML algorithm, the geometry con-
straint based algorithm still works in some adverse localization
geometries illustrated in [6] while the traditional iterative al-
gorithm may diverge. Compared to the TBML algorithm, both
the CLS and TLS algorithms are computationally efficient and
achieve the optimalMLE asymptotically. The numerical TBML
algorithm outperform the CLS and TLS algorithmswhen the ob-
servation errors are large, but the TBML may get stuck in local
minima in several situations mentioned above.
However, all the existing methods solve the target position

estimation problem using bearing ML criteria, i.e., minimizing
the RMSE of bearing estimation under a Gaussian assumption
for bearing errors. None of these studies attempted to solve the
problem that directly minimizes the RMSE of target location es-
timation. As we will see in this paper, the minimization of the
estimation error of the bearing is not the same as the minimiza-
tion of the estimation error of the target location.
In this paper, we present a new location-penalized maximum

likelihood (LPML) estimator for BOTL problem. First, we
present a new location (position) penalized maximum likeli-
hood criteria function. The new likelihood function is derived
using parameter transformation or penalizing a prior. Then the
new LPML estimator is developed by minimizing the LPML
criteria function. We also derive the asymptotic property of the
LPML algorithm when the time measurements are incorporated
into the observation model. Next, we derive the CRLB of the
variance of the new LPML estimator. We show that the LPML
method achieves lower CRLB than that of the TBML based
methods. The simulations and experimental results confirm our
theoretical CRLB analysis and also show that the new LPML
method has higher accuracy for target location estimation.
Compared with existing methods, our main contributions are
as follows:
• We propose to solve the BOTL problem by minimizing the
target location estimation error rather than minimizing the
bearing estimation error. Note that the same bearing errors
at different target distances do not translate to the same
location errors.

• The LPML algorithm is then presented. We derive a
theoretical low bound of MSE position error for LPML
estimator and the results show that the LPML algorithm
outperforms the TBML algorithm. We confirm the su-

periority of the LPML in simulations and real-world
experiments.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
formulates the bearing-only localization problem and reviews
the OV estimator and TBML estimator briefly. In Section III,
we present a new location-penalized maximum likelihood
(LPML) estimator based on a location-penalized likelihood
function, LPML estimator and the asymptotic properties of
TBML and LPML estimators. Section IV discusses the CRLB
of LPML and the comparison between CRLB of TBML esti-
mator and CRLB of LPML estimator. Section V presents the
simulations and experiments. Section VI concludes the paper.
The main notation in this paper is listed as follows:

target position vector

true target position vector

position vector of -th observer

bearing vector

bearing observation vector

bearing vector ( is used to em-
phasize that is a function of )

bearing vector ( is a function
of )

bearing noise (observation error)
vector

bearing noise covariance matrix

bearing likelihood function

bearing log-likelihood function

location-penalized likelihood func-
tion

location-penalized log-likelihood
function

bearing variable domain

position variable domain

location penalty function

Fisher information matrix for the
TBML estimator

Fisher information matrix for the
LPML estimator

II. BEARING-ONLY TARGET LOCALIZATION

A. Problem Definition

Consider the problem of localizing an unknown deterministic
target position in a two-dimensional area by using measure-
ments from , , bearing observers. No two observers
are collinear with a given target and no observers are collocated
with a given target. Each sensor measures the bearing to the
target in a noisy environment. Assume that the bearings aremea-
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Fig. 1. Bearing-only target localization geometry.

sured by all observers relative to a known global coordination.
The bearing estimates are modeled as follows.

(1)

where the is the bearingmeasurement from sensor , is the
true bearing for sensor , and is a Gaussian random variable
with zero mean and variance .
The target localization geometry is depicted in Fig. 1. Let

be the target coordinate vector and
be the position of sensor , where

denotes the transpose operator. The relationship between the
bearing angle, target position and sensor position is given by:

(2)

where , , and .
Concatenating (1) and (2) for , we have

(3)

where

(4)

We assume that the bearing measurement errors are in-
dependently distributed. The error covariance matrix is

. Let be the true target location in
rest of the paper. The objective of bearing-only target local-
ization is to identify the target position from noisy bearing
measurements.

III. A NEW LOCATION-PENALIZED MAXIMUM
LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR

In this section, we first derive a new location-penalized likeli-
hood function. Then we present a new location-penalized max-
imum likelihood (LPML) estimator based on this location-pe-
nalized likelihood function.

A. A New Location-Penalized Likelihood Function

We denote the traditional likelihood function as and
the corresponding log likelihood function . The traditional
likelihood function has been used extensively in the literature
[1]–[6]. Since the observation error is a zero mean Gaussian,
the ML estimator derived from this function is optimal in terms
of (weighted) mean squared error (MSE) of . However, the
minimum MSE of estimation does not translate to minimum
MSE of the target position estimation. The bearing noise is
assumed to be zero mean Gaussian distributed that is not re-
lated to the distance between the observers and the target. The
BOTL problem using a given estimation error of will intro-
duce larger estimation error for the target position when the
distance between the observers and the target becomes larger.
In the following, we derive a new location-penalized likelihood
function by applying the transformation rule for densi-
ties of functions of random variables.
Denote and as the joint probability density

function for both and . Let be the parameter space
of and be the space of . For any two-dimensional parameter
space , the probability that a realization of the set variables
falls inside is

(5)

As we know all the position information of observers, each
event can be transformed to an event , and vice versa. There-
fore the probability of falling into the two-dimensional posi-
tion variable domain is the same as falling into the asso-
ciated N-dimensional angle variable domain . Now

, we have

(6)

If changes by then changes by . Let be the Jaco-
bian matrix of the transformation,

...
... (7)

with

(8)

where . The area of can be com-

puted as . Therefore, we have

(9)
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where is the area of the parallelogram gener-
ated by two column vectors of Jacobian matrix . The specific
expression of is given by

(10)

The new location-penalized likelihood function is expressed
as

(11)

B. The New Location-Penalized Maximum Likelihood
Estimator

The LPML estimator for the target position is defined to be
the value of that maximizes the likelihood function
over all possible target positions for the given . To simplify
the maximization problem, the log-likelihood function is used.
We define the location-penalized log-likelihood function as

. We have

(12)
The LPML estimator of the true target position is given by

(13)

where is the cost function given by

(14)

If we seek to estimate from i.i.d. measurements at each
observer, the LPML cost function is changed to

(15)

where .
The minimization of over involves a nonlinear

LS problem. This problem can be solved using a Qausi-Newton
method, which does not require explicit expressions for
the second-order derivatives. Quasi-Newton algorithms use
gradient information to generate successive estimation of
the Hessian matrix recursively. A Broyden-Fletcher-Gold-
farb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm can be used to calculate the
nonlinear minimization problem recursively [18]:

(16)

where is an identical matrix and is a symmetric and
positive matrix, , . is the gradient
of the ML cost function , which is given by:

(17)

is updated by , . Equation (16) is
used to estimate the inverse of the Hessian matrix recursively.
The matrix is an estimate of the inverse of Hessian matrix.
The BFGS algorithm is the dual of the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell
(DFP) method. The inverse of Hessian matrix is efficiently es-
timated by BFGS algorithm.

C. Asymptotic Property of the LPML Estimator

We assume that observers take independent measure-
ments at each observer location. Let be one measurement
for the observers, . Suppose we aim to esti-
mate the target position from . For a function :

we denote by its gradient vector and by
the matrix containing its second-order deriva-

tives. As for logarithmic likelihood function , the first

order derivative , the second order derivative

and the third order derivatives all exist for , , ,
2.
The LPML estimator is asymptotically consistent and con-

verges to the TBML criterion as approaches infinity. In fact,

(18)

The asymptotic properties of the LPML estimator is given in
the following theorems:
Theorem 1: Suppose that are i.i.d. measurements

from observers. Let denote the unknown true target po-
sition, let denote the LPML estimator of from the
measurements . Then, the LPML estimator
satisfies

(19)

Proof: See Appendix A.
Theorem 2: Suppose that are i.i.d. measurements

from observers. Let denote the unknown target position,
let denote the TBML estimator of from the measure-
ments . Then, the TBML estimator satisfies

(20)
Proof: See Appendix B.

From Theorem 1 we notice that both the TBML and LPML
estimators converge to the same distribution. Both Theorem 1
andTheorem2 show the asymptotic properties for theLPMLand
TBML estimators when the number of observers is finite and
the number of independent measurements goes to infinity. If
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goes to infinity, it is difficult to analyze theasymptoticproperty
for the LPML estimator. For large with good geometry, the
TBML estimator has similar performance to the LPML esti-
mator. However, the LPML estimator outperforms the TBML
estimator with poor geometry, which will be illustrated in target
motion analysis (TMA) simulation case in Section V-C.

IV. LOWER BOUND ON THE MINIMUM MEAN-SQUARE ERROR
OF LOCATION-PENALIZED MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATOR

The Cramér-Rao lower bound on the covariance of TBML
unbiased estimator by using likelihood function is
given by

(21)

see also [1], [19]–[22]. When the observability conditions are
satisfied, i.e., all the sensor positions and target position do not
overlap and all the sensors are not collinear with the target, the
matrix is positive definite.
If the prior information between the bearing errors and po-

sition errors is considered, we may improve the CRLB of the
TBML estimator [22]–[24]. Thus the previous CRLB needs to
be extended. In the following, we derive a new mean squared
error (MSE) bound for bearing-only location-penalized max-
imum likelihood estimator .
Theorem 3: Let be an unbiased estimator of the true

target position , be the likelihood function,
and be the joint density. We define . The lower
bounds on the variance of the LPML estimator can be expressed
as

(22)

where

(23)

(24)

and

(25)

Proof: See Appendix C.
Denote the entries of as , , , 2. The lower bound

of the variance of the LPML estimator is given by

(26)

where

(27)

(28)

(29)

(30)

The matrices , , , and are all positive definite,
and , where is the Fisher informa-

tion matrix for the TBML and is the Fisher information matrix
for the LPML. The inequality implies that has additional in-
formation in the LPML estimator. From , we
have . Therefore, the MSE lower bound for
LPML estimator is always lower than CRLB for TBML esti-
mator. Actually, the CRLB on the variance of charac-
terizes the variance of maximum likelihood estimator without
any prior information while the lower bound on the variance
of yields the lower bound using the geometry prior in-
formation between the observers and the target. To reduce the
lower bound and hence to improve the accuracy of the target lo-
cation estimation, three methods may be used: (i) To decrease
the observation error variance , then both and are
reduced; (ii) To reduce the distance between the observer and
the target while the SNR is fixed; (iii) To optimize the geometry
(locations) of the observers with respect to the target by mini-
mizing the determinant of Fisher information matrix denoted by

[25], [26].
Since is in connection with the different geometries of ob-

servers and target, we analysis the bound of the LPML estimator
in two different geometries compared with the CRLB of the
TBML estimator. Let us consider a two-observer geometry as
a simple example. In the first case, observer one is fixed and
observer two is rotated in anticlockwise from the position of
observer one under the constraint , where and
are the distances from the two observers to the source. In the
second case, observer one is fixed and observer two changes
along a fixed direction.
For two observers, the expressions of , and are

given by

(31)

and

(32)

(33)

A. Same Distances and Different Radians

In this case, the target position is . One observer
locates at , then . The other observer lo-
cates at , , see Fig. 2(a).
The angle changes from 0 to . The distance from the ob-
servers to the target are . The standard deviation
of measurement noise is .
The information matrix of TBML is

(34)
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Fig. 2. Same distances and different radians case. (a) Geometry of two observers and a target, . (b) MSE lower bounds of the TBML and LPML estimators.

and since

(35)

Matrix can be written as shown in (36) at the bottom of the
page.
We can compute the information matrix using (81). The

following metrics are used to compute the lower bounds for the
total target position error

(37)

and

(38)

We draw and , respectively, in Fig. 2(b). The
blue dashed line is and the red solid line is . Let

, then for the first quarter, for
the second, for the third and for the
forth. Note that

, hence the blue dash line is symmetric
on , and periodic with . Also

and , hence
the red solid line is symmetric on and periodic with .
It can be seen from Fig. 2(b) that the best geometry is that the
directions between the two observers and the target are perpen-
dicular, , . Since

(39)

(40)

(41)

where , both and go to infinity
if . As or , will go to infinity while

remains constant. That’s because

(42)

According to (38), when
approaches 0 or .

(36)
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Fig. 3. MSE lower bound of the TBML and LPML estimators when and : same distances and different radians. (a) MSE lower bound
of the TBML estimator. (b) MSE lower bound of the LPML estimator.

Let the locations of two observers and
, where is the distance from observers

to target . and . The variance of
measurement noise is . Under these conditions we
draw the 3D figures for the lower bounds of TBML and LPML
estimators, see Fig. 3(a) and (b). Fig. 3(a) depicts and
Fig. 3(b) describes . From Fig. 3(a) and (b), it can be seen
that the lower bounds increase as becomes larger and larger.
If goes to infinity, then

All the information of observers lost.

B. Different Distances and Same Radians

Now we consider the case with different distances and
same radians. The target position is . One
observer locates at , the other locates at

, . We assume
that the bearing noise standard deviation is .
In this case, matrix and can be computed as

(43)

and (44), shown at the bottom of the page. Let be fixed, we
get

(45)

(46)

(47)

where .
Without loss of generality, let . The geometry is

depicted in Fig. 4(a). We get the lower bounds and
, shown in Fig. 4(b). Blue dash line is and red

solid line is . When , we get

(48)

Hence, as and the information of ob-
server two is lost. Different from the case when the distance of
all observers goes to infinity, re-
mains constant when observer one and are fixed.
Let the locations of two observers and

, where , .

(44)
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Fig. 4. Different distances and same radians case. (a) Geometry of two observers and a target, . (b) MSE lower bounds of the TBML and LPML estimators.

Fig. 5. MSE lower bound of the TBML and LPML estimators when and : different distances and same radians. (a) MSE lower
bound of the TBML estimator. (b) MSE lower bound of the LPML estimator.

The variance of measurement noise is . Under
these conditions we draw the 3D figures for the lower bounds
of TBML and LPML estimators, see Fig. 5(a) and (b).
In this numerical simulation, when becomes larger and

larger, we get and

(49)

Finally, note that whereas remains a
constant when . But as approaches , 0 and ,

becomes larger and larger.

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we present a performance comparison of OV
[4], CLS [14], TBML [1], GCLS [6] and LPML estimators by
simulations and experiments. The GCLS method is initialized
with the zero vector while the TBML and LPML algorithms
are initialized with the OV estimate. There are three simulation
cases and one field experiment. We first use the two-observer

cases investigated in Section IV. Multiple observer cases are
then simulated including three observer case and six observer
case. The third case is a TMA example to illustrate the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm for TMA applications. Root
mean square (RMS) position error metric is used in this anal-
ysis. Comparisons are based onMonte-Carlo (MC) simulations.
We also present a performance comparison of the various BOTL
algorithms in a real-world field experiment, where the RMS po-
sition error is averaged over time.

A. Two Observer Case

Consider the two scenarios given in Figs. 2(a) and 4(a). We
generate bearing measurements by adding Gaussian random
noise with zero mean and standard deviation . 10000
MC trials were conducted in both cases. In each trial, four
BOTL methods, OV, CLS, TBML and LPML are used to
localize the target. In the case with same distances and different
radians, let for simplicity
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Fig. 6. RMS position errors for the OV, CLS, TBML, and LPML estimators: two-observer case. (a) Same distances different radians. (b) Different distances same
radians.

Fig. 7. The geometries for three observers and a target. (a) Good geometry case. (b) Poor geometry case.

and . Fig. 6(a) plots the RMS position errors for the
OV, CLS, TBML and LPML estimates. In Fig. 6(a), the RMS
position errors of The OV and CLS estimators are very large
at , and . The TBML
algorithm diverges at , , ,

and , while the LPML estimator
does not diverge and all the RMS position errors are within the
range . Fig. 6(b) depicts the RMS position error of various
algorithms in the case with different distances and same radians
with . We notice that the OV and CLS algorithms
perform almost exactly the same in Fig. 6(a) and (b). That
is because the CLS estimator is reduced to a pseudo-linear
estimator when there is only one temporal measurement. The
TBML algorithm outperforms the OV and CLS estimates as
expected, and the LPML algorithm has the best performance as
shown in Fig. 6(b).

From these two examples, it can be clearly seen that
the LPML algorithm outperforms the OV, CLS and TBML
algorithms.

B. Multiple Observer Case

First we consider three observers localizing a single target.
We illustrate the performance of the LPML algorithm by com-
paring it with other algorithms in both good geometry and poor
geometry cases. Three observers are deployed in the xy-plane
with coordinates (0, 0), (100 m, 30 m) and (400 m, 0). The target
presents at (100 m, 100 m) in Fig. 7(a) and (1000 m, 1000 m)
in Fig. 7(b). Each example is performed over 10000 simulation
runs. Fig. 8(a) shows the RMS position errors for the LPML,
GCLS, TBML, CLS, and OV estimates against the bearing stan-
dard deviation ranging from to in the good ge-
ometry case. We observe that RMS position errors of the GCLS
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Fig. 8. RMS position error comparison in three observer case. (a) Good geometry case. (b) Poor geometry case.

Fig. 9. Bearing-only target localization with six observers. (a) Geometry of six observers and a target. (b) RMS position errors for OV, CLS, TBML and LPML
estimators with bearing noise standard deviation ranging from to .

and TBML estimates are almost the same and smaller than the
OV and CLS algorithms. Fig. 8(b) illustrates the RMS position
errors of various algorithms with the bearing standard deviation
ranging from to in poor geometry case. The
TBML algorithm may diverge in case of Fig. 7(b). We note that
the TBML algorithm diverges in 2% out of all the Monte-Carlo
simulations, when . Also note that the LPML algorithm
significantly outperforms all other algorithms in this example.
The GCLS can only be used in multiple (more than two) ob-

server cases. Its performance is usually the same as the TBML
when the TBML converges. So for simplicity, we do not include
it in other comparisons.
Another example is that six observers are randomly deployed

in a field of 1000 by 1000 square meters. The target locates in
the bottom-left, , see Fig. 9(a). In Fig. 9(b), we
plot the RMS position errors for OV, CLS, TBML and LPML

estimates for a standard deviation ranging from to
. Fig. 9(b) shows that the LPML algorithm significantly

outperforms the other algorithms. The TBML may diverge at
and with 0.1% out of all simulations. Com-

pared with OV estimator, the CLS algorithm has larger RMSE
as the noise standard deviation increases.
We also perform the simulation for sensor networks with a

large number of sensors and obtain similar performance: The
LPML and TBML algorithms outperform OV and CLS algo-
rithms, and the LPML algorithm has superior performance to
the TBML algorithm when the geometry is not good and sim-
ilar performance when the geometry is good.

C. TMA Case

A bearing-only target motion analysis (BO-TMA) example
provided by [14], [16] is used to illustrate the performance
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Fig. 10. The performance of OV, CLS, TBML and LPML algorithm for TMA. (a) An example for TMA. (b) RMS position errors for OV, CLS, TBML and LPML
estimators with .

Fig. 11. The geometry of the acoustical multi-array network. (a) A single array consists of four acoustic sensors. (b) The geometry of five arrays localizing one
vehicle.

of the LPML algorithm in TMA applications. The target
and observer trajectories are shown in Fig. 10(a). The target
starts to move at (12.7 km, 12.7 km) with constant velocity

. The observation period is 2 s. The ob-
server moves along a zigzag path from (0, 0) with constant
speed 12.7 m/s. Fig. 10(b) shows the performance of OV, CLS,
TBML and LPML algorithms with noise standard deviation

. It can be seen that the RMSE of CLS method is close
to the RMSE of OV or even larger as the noise power increases.
We observe that the TBMLmay diverge when the measurement
noise is large. It is shown that the LPML algorithm outperforms
OV, CLS, and TBML algorithms.

D. Experiments: Application to Moving Vehicle Localization

A field experiment has been carried. Five arrays are dispersed
on the ground. Each array consists of four acoustic sensors
(Channels), a DSP processor, a battery and a radio to produce
and transmit bearing measurements, see Fig. 11(a). During

experiment, A loud vehicle is driven through the array network
along a straight line. A GPS is installed on the vehicle to record
its trajectory. Each channel in the array samples the acoustic
signal at 19200 bits per second. The bearing measurements are
reported to a Laptop during a time period of per second. The
geometry of the target localization is depicted in Fig. 11(b).
The bearing measurements are collected from five arrays by

a laptop which is used to perform BOTL algorithms. Each array
measures the angle to the target relative to a global direction,
i.e., North. The measurement bearing increases along the clock-
wise direction. To illustrate the performance of the proposed
method and compare it with the TBML and CLS estimators,
we first consider using two arrays to localize the target. Both
TBML and LPML estimators use the OV estimate as initial
value. Fig. 12(a) and (b) depict the bearing measurements given
by array 1 and array 2, respectively. The estimation result based
on TBML, CLS and LPML algorithms using array 1 and array
2 is plotted in Fig. 13(a) for a bearing error RMS 0.0854. In
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Fig. 12. Bearing measurements of array 1 and array 2. (a) Array 1, RMS bearing error: 0.0854. (b) Array 2, RMS bearing error: 0.0691.

Fig. 13. Localization results comparison using array 1 and array 2. (a) Target position ground truth and estimation results. RMS position error—TBML: 3300.6,
CLS: 460.4253 and LPML: 416.6977. (b) Estimation error comparison.

Fig. 13(b), we plot the position estimation errors for all algo-
rithms. From Fig. 13(b), it is shown that the LPML outperforms
other methods significantly. One of the TBML estimates di-
verges at time 39. This is because the target position at time 39 is
almost co-linear with two arrays, see Fig. 13(a). The total RMS
position errors of TBML,CLS and LPML estimators are 3300.6,
460.4253 and 416.6977 during 70 time periods, respectively.
Fig. 14(a) depicts the estimation results for five arrays and we

plot the position estimation error in Fig. 14(b). The TBML esti-
mator gets better results than the case of two arrays. As shown
in Fig. 14(b), in the middle of the track, the LPML has similar
performance to the TBML due to the good geometry, but at the
beginning of the track, the LPML outperforms the TBML be-
cause the geometry is not as good. Meanwhile, both TBML and
LPML methods significantly outperform the CLS method. The
total RMS position errors of TBML, CLS and LPML estimators
are 415.7556, 416.6488 and 414.1371, respectively.

VI. CONCLUSION

A novel LPML estimator for the BOTL problem is presented
in this paper. The new LPML estimator is developed based
on the derivation of a new location-penalized maximum like-
lihood function. The new location estimator minimizes the po-
sition error directly instead of minimizing the bearing error.
The analysis of asymptotic properties shows that the TBML
and LPML estimator have the same asymptotic normal distribu-
tions. We present the analysis of the lower bounds of TBML and
LPML estimators, and show that the position estimation MSE
lower bound of the new LPML estimator is consistently lower
than that of the TBML estimator. We illustrate the performance
of the new LPML method in comparison with other state-of-
the-art estimators. The simulations show that the new LPML es-
timator consistently gives better performance than the OV, CLS,
GCLS and TBML algorithms, as expected from the theoret-
ical analysis. Field experiments were conducted using acoustic
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Fig. 14. Localization results comparison for various estimators: five arrays. (a) Target position ground truth and estimation results. RMS position error—TBML:
415.7556, CLS: 416.6488 and LPML: 414.1371. (b) Estimation error comparison.

array sensor networks. With the real-world experimental data,
we show that the new LPML method gives robust estimation
results and outperforms the CLS and TBML algorithms in all
the field experiments. Give similar problem formulations, we
expect that the LPML method can be generalized to three di-
mensional BOTL applications.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Since is asymptotically consistent, we focus on
proving asymptotic normality. We now expand the first deriva-
tive of logarithm likelihood function using a Taylor
expansion at . For , , , we have

(50)

where is a point of line segment between and . Since
, we have

(51)

where

(52)

and

(53)

denotes the th element of the matrix .

We now consider the asymptotic distribution of :

(54)

In addition, the covariance of is given by

(55)

where

(56)

By the central limit theorem, we have

(57)

Now from the law of large numbers, we have

(58)
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Similarly, we have

(59)

Since as , the product

(60)

with probability 1. Finally, we get

(61)

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Since is obtained by minimizing the cost function
, we have the following result as :

(62)

So is consistent. We then expand the first derivative of
logarithm likelihood function using a Taylor expan-
sion at :

(63)

where

(64)

is some point intermediate between and . By the
definition of TBML estimator, we have

(65)

and we get

(66)

Since , we have

(67)

where we use the law of large numbers and the continuous map-
ping theorem.
The random vectors , for

are i.i.d. with zero mean and covariance . Ac-
cording to the central limit theorem, we have the following
asymptotic distribution:

(68)

Applying the Slutsky’s theorem we obtain

(69)

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

First we examine the regularity condition. Note that

(70)

From the unbiasedness condition on the estimate , we
have

(71)

After multiplying the prior to the both side of (71) and
differentiating over , we have

(72)

where is a 2 2 identity matrix. Using the fact that
, we have

(73)

Equation (73) can be rewritten as

(74)
Applying the Schwarz inequality on (74) yields

(75)
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(75) can also be written as

(76)

where denotes the variance of the argument. Finally, we
obtain

(77)

or equivalently,

(78)

with equality if and only if

(79)

for all and all , where is denoted as the condition for
to attain the lower bounds.

We denote

(80)

Then we have (81), shown at the bottom of the page, where

(82)

and

(83)

Using thematrix inversion formula, the lower bound on the vari-
ance of LPML estimator is given by (84) at the bottom of the
page, where

(85)

We now consider the specific derivations of . Let

, and . We
have

(86)

Since , the first derivative of can be
written as

(87)

where

(88)

and

(89)

Similarly, we can obtain the expression for .

(81)

(84)
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